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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] In case this invention performs natural ventilation, it is related with the filter

which prevents the invasion to the interior of a room of the pollutant in atmospheric air.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Japan - if the storehouse of the azekura style represented in Shosoin of the

Nara University ofTokyo temple is famous and is located as a cultural property collection facility from

ancient times in Shosoin, the relics article of **** of Todaiji or Emperor Shomu is saved nearly

perfectly till today 1230 years after. If the open air dries, a clearance will be produced in an outer wall

and ventilation will be performed, and it has the structure where the air which got dry in the storehouse

circulates, and ventilation (natural ventilation) according [ this ] to the free convection of air did not

damage a collection, but the storehouse of this azekura style has proved that it is the optimal ventilation

approach.

[0003] However, in the city section, the air pollution by smoke eliminating from the exhaust gas and

works of an automobile etc. advances, and the outdoor environment is getting worse remarkably in

recent years. Also indoors the contaminant of these outdoor environments invaded and has brought

about various evils. It trespasses also upon the interior, such as cultural property collection facilities,

such as an art gallery and a museum, there is a possibility of doing the bad influence of making the

cultural property currently collected and exhibited inside a hall soiling, deteriorating, fading or

corroding etc. by invasion of the dust in atmospheric air, a Myst-like tar, etc., and it is impossible

especially, to make light of from a viewpoint of protection preservation of a cultural property.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Therefore, especially in a cultural property collection facility

without an air conditioner, in order to prevent **** of the collection in a summer, natural ventilation

was needed, but when the open air was carelessly introduced in this case, there was a possibility that

pollutants, such as dust under open air and exhaust gas, might invade indoors.

[0005] On the other hand, an air conditioner is formed and the collection facility which manages so that

the interior of a room which contained the cultural property etc. may serve as the optimal temperature

and humidity through every year is increasing. In order to purify air by the filter, a dust collector, etc. in

case the open air is adopted when an air conditioner is used, Although there are no worries about dirt of

the collection by the pollutant under open air etc., even if a difference is made to an environment in the

location distant from the exit cone near the exit cone of air and it is near an exit cone also in the same
collection facility When the air which blew off was [ the collection ] wooden goods with direct this slack

on the surface of the collection, for example, dried too much, and it was divided and there was a

possibility that deformation of curvature etc. might arise by the difference in water content with the side

face in which air does not hit. Therefore, air-conditioning could not necessarily call it omnipotent, but

development of the ventilation approach gentle to a collection was desired.

[0006] It aims at offering the filter for a natural ventilation facility which can prevent the invasion to the
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interior of a room of the pollutant under open air while it secures smooth circulation of the open air, in

case this invention was made against the background of the above-mentioned situation and performs

natural ventilation.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] As above-mentioned The means for solving a technical problem, this

invention Carry out opening to the wall surface of a building, and the open air is indoors adopted by the

free convection of air. Moreover, while being the filter for a natural ventilation facility attached in a

natural ventilation facility of the aperture which discharges indoor air to outdoor and forming the air

duct of a large number which open a said interior-of-a-room and outdoor side for free passage to tubed

in the shape of [ of predetermined thickness ] a honeycomb The aeration panel fabricated in the

configuration which plugs up opening of a natural ventilation facility of said aperture etc., It is

characterized by having wind-speed moderation members, such as a web material which has the mesh
material or permeability by the side of the interior of a room of this aeration panel, or outdoor attached

in this aeration panel so that one of side faces might be covered at least. Moreover, said aeration panel

can be formed for the hygroscopic outstanding material

[0008]

[Function] This invention constituted as mentioned above is the filter attached in a natural ventilation

facility of the aperture which carries out opening to the wall surface of a building. Since it is having

structure which covered one [ at least ] field of a honeycomb-like aeration panel by wind-speed

moderation members, such as a web material which has mesh material or permeability for example,

when mesh material is prepared in the outdoor side Invasion of comparatively big foreign matters, such

as an insect and a contaminant, is prevented, and the wind sprayed on this filter distributes and flows

into many aeration ways of the aeration panel of honeycomb structure while having a wind speed

reduced by wind-speed moderation members, such as mesh material. And by stagnating in each aeration

way and colliding with the internal surface of an aeration way, contaminants contained in air, such as

dust and a Myst-like tar, the spore of mold, etc. are separated, and it adheres to the internal surface of

said aeration way. Consequently, a pollutant etc. serves as air removed and purified and the open air

flows indoors.

[0009] Moreover, since dust, a tar, etc. will be adsorbed in case the moisture in air is absorbed if a

honeycomb-like aeration panel is formed for the material excellent in hygroscopicity, it can raise

adsorbent [ of a pollutant ].

[0010]

[Example] The example hereafter applied to the natural ventilation filter which attaches the filter for a

natural aspiration facility of this invention in the existing aperture of a cultural property storehouse is

explained based on drawing 1 thru/or drawing 6 .

[001 1] Drawing 1 thru/or drawing 3 are what shows the 1st example of this invention. The natural

ventilation filter 1 Many tubed aeration ways 2 of a cross-section hexagon are gathered in the shape of a

honeycomb. Thickness t by about 10 centimeters the aeration panel 3 formed somewhat more greatly

than opening of an aperture and a mesh are very fine - with 4 the 1st mesh The 1st mesh consists of this

2nd MEYUSHU 5 with a mesh coarser than 4, and a wooden flask 6 surrounding the periphery section

of said aeration panel 3. The 1st aforementioned mesh as 4 That whose diameter of a mesh is about 0.3

millimeters is used. For example, as 2nd MEYUSHU 5 It is made for 4 [ mesh / 1st ] to become the

aeration panel 4 side, for example, that whose diameter of a mesh is about 1.5 millimeters is used, and

an eye is fine - in the state of a two-sheet pile While being attached so that an interior-of-a-room [ of

said aeration panel 3 ] and outdoor side may be covered, respectively The periphery section of both

[ these ] the mesh 4 and 5 loops around and reinforces resin bands (not shown), such as a vinyl chloride,

on the outside, and fitting of it is carried out there is no clearance and removable inside said wooden
flask 6, and it is formed in it at one while stopping in the periphery section of the aeration panel 4.

[0012] And as shown in drawing 2 , this natural ventilation filter 1 is attached in the interior-of-a-room

side (it sets to drawing 2 and is the bottom) of the window frame 8 prepared in opening of the outer wall

7 of a storehouse possible
[
closing motion ] on the hinge 9 in support of the same side as the supporting
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point of glass window 8a of a piece aperture. Moreover, the sponge-like sealant (not shown) was
prepared between the natural ventilation filters 1 and window frames 8 in the condition of having closed,

and generating of a clearance is prevented.

[0013] Next, an operation of the natural ventilation filter 1 of this example constituted as mentioned

above is explained based on drawing 2 and drawing 3 .

[0014] In the cultural property storehouse which attached the natural ventilation filter 1 in the interior-

of-a-room side of a window frame 8, if glass window 8a of a window frame 8 is opened on the day of

the good conditions which the open air dries and have a wind, a wind will blow against the outdoor side

of this natural ventilation filter 1 . Though the open air was polluted with the exhaust gas of an

automobile etc. at this time, and though the wind is blowing strongly, in case a wind passes the mesh of

both these mesh 5 and 4, while the outdoor side of the natural ventilation filter 1 has the 2nd mesh of a

wind speed reduced 5 and since the 1st mesh is covered by 4, invasion of foreign matters, such as

comparatively big dust contained during the open air and an insect, is prevented. And the air (wind)

which passed the mesh of mesh 4 and 5 While the rate fell, after inflow is adjusted, it collides with the

inner circle wall of the aeration way 2 of the minor diameter formed in the aeration panel 3, and an

interior-of-a-room side is reached further 1st mesh 4 of a wrap. The 2nd mesh by 5 [ many ] Since the

course is closed, it piles up in the aeration way 2 of a minor diameter, and the part passes the mesh of

mesh 4 and 5, and flows indoors.

[0015] Therefore, since pollutants, such as fine dust in air and a Myst-like tar, etc. are separated and it

adheres to the inner circle wall of the aeration way 2, while colliding with the inner circle wall of the

aeration way 2 of the aeration panel 3 and piling up in the aeration way 2, Since the air which flows

indoors is adjusted to ideal airflow while a pollutant etc. is removed, even if it performs natural

ventilation by the open air, it can protect the cultural property collected from dirt by the polluted open
air, too much desiccation by blowing in of a strong wind, etc.

[0016] And it is what performs exchange of this natural ventilation filter 1, judging from the dirt

condition of the inner circle wall of the aeration way 2, the blinding condition ofmesh 4 and 5, etc. It is

necessary to exchange for the bottom of the environment where a trunk road, an industrial region, etc.

are near and atmospheric air is polluted remarkably, at short spacing and, corresponding to the

contamination degree of the open air, and can be used in the low atmospheric local city and atmospheric

low mountain slope of a contamination degree, without
[ comparatively long

] carrying out period

exchange.

[0017] Moreover, in this example, since thickness t of the aeration panel 3 of the natural ventilation

filter 1 was thickened with about 5 centimeters Since the natural ventilation filter 1 is the structure

which formed almost horizontally many aeration ways 2 tubed in a minor diameter, As shown in

drawing 3 , in order that this natural ventilation filter 1 may obstruct rectilinear propagation of sunrays
and may prevent the direct projection to the interior of a room, conventionally There is also an

advantage that lightning can be indirectly improved in sunrays, by preparing combining glass window
8a and this natural ventilation filter 1 even in the storehouse which had the need of intercepting outdoor

daylight in order to avoid the bad influence to collections, such as ultraviolet rays included in sunrays.

[0018] Moreover, as a material of the aeration panel 3 in this example, in case moisture will be absorbed

while catching the dust under open air etc. more effectively if what ********
?
a desiccant, etc.

infiltrated activated carbon, the powder of a zeolite, etc. into hygroscopic outstanding Japanese paper as

for is used, a tar, an acid fog, etc. of the shape for example, ofMyst which are included during the open
air are made to adsorb better, and can be removed.

[0019] Furthermore, in this example, to an outdoor [ of the aeration panel 3 ], and interior-of-a-room

side, although 5 [ mesh / 2nd ] was prepared, the 1st mesh of 4 and the open air adopted indoors can be
further defecated, respectively, if the 1st mesh of 4 and the 2nd mesh of the web material [ 5 ] equipped
with the permeability of gas conditioning paper etc. instead of are prepared in the interior-of-a-room side

of the aeration panel 3.

[0020] In addition, although the aeration panel 3 which covered both sides in mesh 4 and 5 was attached

in the wooden flask 6 removable, it considered as the natural ventilation filter 1 and this was attached in
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the interior-of-a-room side of a window frame 8 possible
[
closing motion ], you may make it attach in

the indoor side face of the direct window frame 8 the aeration panel 3 which attached said mesh 4 and 5

removable with a surface fastener etc. in this example, without using a wooden flask 6.

[0021] Moreover, in this example, although the aeration panel 3 with a thickness of 5 centimeters was

used, if an aeration panel can be formed in the thickness of arbitration, for example, the thickness of the

aeration panel 3 is increased with 10 centimeters, an adsorption area also increases and it is more

effective.

[0022] Drawing 4 is what shows the 2nd example of this invention. Moreover, this natural ventilation

filter 1 1 Instead of the aeration panel 3 of thickness t of the natural ventilation filter 1 of said 1st

example The aeration panel 13 which carried out half-pitch ******** adhesion of the phase of each

aeration way 12 for two honeycomb panels 13a and 13a of thickness t / 2 in the vertical direction is

used, in an outdoor [ of this aeration panel 13 ], and interior-of-a-room side, an eye is fine like said 1st

example - an eye is coarser than 4 and this the 1st mesh - with a wrap by 5 the 2nd mesh, respectively

It stops in the resin band which looped the periphery section of the aeration panel 13 around the

periphery section of these mesh material, fitting is carried out there is no clearance in the inside of a

wooden flask (not shown), and removable, and it is formed in one.

[0023] and - if this natural ventilation filter 1 1 opens an aperture like said 1st example on the day of the

good conditions which are attached in the interior-of-a-room side of a window frame, for example, the

open air dries, and have a wind — the natural ventilation filter 1 1 - a wind ~ spraying - that outdoor

side - the 2nd mesh of invasion of foreign matters, such as comparatively big dust and an insect, is

prevented while a wind speed is reduced, 5 and in case the mesh of 4 is passed the 1st mesh. And the air

(wind) which passed the mesh ofboth the mesh 4 and 5 While the rate falls, it collides with the inner

circle wall of the aeration way 2 of the minor diameter formed in the aeration panel 13. [ many ] A phase

can be shifted for two honeycomb panels 13a and 13a. Furthermore, each aeration way 12 of the

lamination ****** panel 13 It is branched or crooked in a plane of composition, without being straight

open for free passage, and is formed in the shape of a labyrinth. Further the interior-of-a-room side of

each aeration way 12 the 1st mesh 4 and since the 2nd mesh is closed by 5, The part passes the mesh of

mesh 4 and 5, and the air which flowed flows indoors, after slowing down further, piling up in the

aeration way 12 of a minor diameter and separating detailed dust etc.

[0024] Therefore, since the pollutant of the air which pollutants, such as fine dust in air and a Myst-like

tar, etc. are separated, adheres to an inner circle wall, and flows indoors etc. is removed in case it passes

through the inside of the aeration way 12 of the aeration panel 13, the cultural property collected can be

protected from dirt by the polluted open air etc.

[0025] In addition, in this 2nd example, although half-pitch ******** junction was carried out and the

phase of that aeration way 12 was used as the aeration panel 13 in the vertical direction, two honeycomb

panels 13a and 13a can be set up as how to shift the phase of the aeration way 12, so that only the

distance of arbitration may shift in a perpendicular direction, a horizontal direction, or the direction of

slant.

[0026] Drawing 5 is what shows the 3rd example of this invention. Moreover, this natural ventilation

filter 21 Like said 2nd example, while fastening 5 [ mesh / 1st / mesh / 2nd ] in the middle with 4, two

honeycomb panels 23a and 23a It reaches 1st mesh 4, 5 [ mesh / 2nd ] is stretched, and the outdoor side

of this aeration panel 23 is wide opened so that the aeration panel 23 which carried out half-pitch

******** adhesion of the phase of each aeration way 22 in the vertical direction may be used and the

interior-of-a-room side of this aeration panel 23 may be covered. Thus, fitting of the aeration panel 23

by which mesh 4 and 5 were attached is carried out there is no clearance in the inside of the wooden

flask (not shown) attached in the interior-of-a-room side, such as a window frame, on the hinge, and

removable, and it is formed in one.

[0027] And if an aperture is opened on the day of the good conditions which the open air dries and have

a wind, a wind will blow against the natural ventilation filter 21, and it will blow in into the aeration

way 22 which are carrying out opening to the outdoor side of the aeration panel 23. And in the center of

panel thickness, 5 and since the 1st mesh of a course is closed by 4, as for the aeration way 22 by the
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side of outdoor [ this ], the 2nd mesh of the dust which piles up in the aeration way 22, the air which

flowed whirling and colliding with an inner circle wall, and is contained during the open air etc. is

separated. And in case the mesh of both the mesh 4 and 5 is passed, the separated dust is filtered, a wind

speed is reduced further, and invasion of foreign matters, such as comparatively big dust and an insect,

is prevented. And while flowing aeration way 22, after slowing down the rate further and separating

detailed dust etc., the air to which the air (wind) which passed the mesh of both the mesh 4 and 5 was

able to shift the phase and which flowed the interior-of-a-room side of each aeration way 22 the 1st

mesh 4 and since the 2nd mesh was closed by 5 passes the mesh of mesh 4 and 5, and flows indoors.

[0028] Therefore, since the pollutant in the air which pollutants, such as fine dust in air and a Myst-like

tar, etc. are separated, adheres to an inner circle wall, and flows indoors etc. is removed in case it passes

through the inside of the aeration way 22 of the aeration panel 23, the cultural property collected can be

protected from dirt by the polluted open air etc.

[0029] Drawing 6 is what shows the 4th example of this invention. Furthermore, this natural ventilation

filter 31 An outdoor [ of the aeration panel 33 ], and interior-of-a-room side the 1st mesh like said 1st

example 4 and by putting in the 2nd mesh of granular activated carbon 34 in each aeration way 32 by 5

in the wrap case Of course, dust can remove other contaminants, such as an offensive odor, by making

the adhesion area in each aeration way 32 increase sharply, and making the pollutant in air etc. adhere.

[0030] moreover, established openings other than the aperture formed in the outer wall of a building

although the case where the natural ventilation filter of this invention was attached in the interior-of-a-

room side of an established aperture was explained in said each example, for example, a door, and a

ventilating opening — or it may sweep out, it may attach in opening etc. and natural ventilation may be

performed. Moreover, when newly building a storehouse etc., it is desirable to weave in beforehand to

install this natural ventilation filter in a natural ventilation facility of each aperture, a ventilating

opening, etc., respectively from a design stage.

[0031]

[Effect of the Invention] So that clearly from the above explanation the filter for a natural ventilation

facility of this invention Since it has the air duct of a large number formed in the shape of a honeycomb,

while being able to adopt the open air by natural ventilation, without using a ventilating fan etc. Since

wind-speed moderation members of said air duct, such as a web material which has mesh material or

permeability so that opening by the side of the interior of a room may be plugged up at least, are

prepared While pollutants contained during the open air when the flowing open air piles up in an air
.

duct, such as dust and a tar, are separated and adhering to the inner skin of an air duct In case wind-

speed moderation members, such as a web material which has mesh material or permeability, are passed,

when a wind speed is reduced and the air which invasion of a foreign matter was prevented and was

purified flows gently, natural ventilation gentle to a collection etc. can be performed. Moreover, if an

aeration panel is formed for the material excellent in hygroscopicity, this aeration panel can adsorb the

pollutant under open air etc. better, and can eliminate out of air.

[Translation done.]
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2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Carry out opening to the wall surface of a building, and the open air is indoors adopted by the

free convection of air. Moreover, while being the filter for a natural ventilation facility attached in a

natural ventilation facility of the aperture which discharges indoor air to outdoor and forming the air

duct of a large number which open a said interior-of-a-room and outdoor side for free passage to tubed

in the shape of [ of predetermined thickness ] a honeycomb The aeration panel fabricated in the

configuration which plugs up opening of a natural ventilation facility of said aperture etc., The filter for

a natural ventilation facility characterized by having wind-speed moderation members, such as a web
material which has the mesh material or permeability by the side of the interior of a room of this

aeration panel, or outdoor attached in this aeration panel so that one of side faces might be covered at

least.

[Claim 2] The filter for a natural ventilation facility according to claim 1 characterized by forming said

aeration panel for the hygroscopic material.

[Translation done.]
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JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
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l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the decomposition perspective view showing the structure of the natural ventilation

filter of the 1st example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the cross-section top view showing the anchoring condition of the natural ventilation

filter of the 1st example.

[Drawing 3] It is the cross-section side elevation of the natural ventilation filter of the 1st example.

[Drawing 4] It is the cross-section side elevation of the natural ventilation filter of the 2nd example.

[Drawing 5] It is the cross-section side elevation of the natural ventilation filter of the 3rd example.

[Drawing 6] It is the cross-section side elevation of the natural ventilation filter of the 4th example.

[Description of Notations]

1 Natural Ventilation Filter

2 Aeration Way
3 Aeration Panel

4 1st Mesh
5 2nd Mesh
6 Wooden Flask

8 Window Frame

34 Activated Carbon

[Translation done.]
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^^©^Sc©a^K»c»abTtSA-r-5. -eur. =&a

MKrt \zf?»b*oa§lK©rtS®}c«f?51-5 c 11i
t)T. 3SmtlC^Sn5»«-f»5Xh«©^-;i^^©
ff5fetes^*if©as?&fdt^iB$nT. MiEam»©

^nT^ft;3n/5:S^tar)TSrtt«StA-r5.
[0 0 0 9] Sfc. AZAAttCDlgrt^S. KiHtt

lC«nfc^#T^fn«. £S*©ffila£»iK-r-5K

50 14*|nj±3-B-SC:i*<T#5.
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[0010]

* -rs.

•v, cooi l] ®iii»v®3\tc0&womi9mm*

©aaK2 SA=*A^K^»*^s-e-T^$ t t>m i

0 -MPT. JgM>WO±9-00
tlfcfia,A^;U3 1. *SB©##l;:iffla>V>SfS 1 *

y

BOfifeWBO. 3 3U^-hJW©fc©S:ffifflU *fc

B2Xa3'a5£LTtt. MAJftMBOftStfttl. 5

3»J^-h;U©fc©*ffifflU B©«>V>Sgl*y->a.
4 tfaa/X*^ 4 t&5 J; 5 1 bT 2 #Sft©ttJi
•c, BaEaa/wi' 3 o&pim2>&zfi&*[-M&tti'eti

4, 5©«fit«ttaa/^^4©^Wfc«jhT'5t 1t

feic, t©«.«fc«{fctr^;^©»jBn>H (H^-e-
1*) £#iSLT»3aU ifflE*#6©|*HB!ll^ g&IWSK

[0 0 12] -ebT. H2t^T«t5ICC©BjSSma7
^ i a. wmmotm 7 ©wnaucts**e.n&&#
8©&fcffi5 (02fc*ViTTfiJ) t, frli#©^7XS
8 a ©SjSt^D«3Sr«# 9 »C J; O^L-TMHWigJC

a7^;^l t^fis8t©R9ttt. x^>^©->-;p

[0013] ^c. ±mo£o\zmi$.istiz>z.(D$zmm

©S«8»a7^;^ 1 ©f^fflS:02*J;i;03 icS^i

[0 0 14] B&fta?^* 1 &««»8©SrtfiJICSt

©&*#&#©HlcS#8©;tfy;ug8 a^|g<t. A
^dCg^St^^^lW^I-ffiSlc^ftW^. C©

A )V9 1 ©£*UHttS3 2 ;* y ->a. 5*±UCJB 1 * y ->i
4T?HfctlTlr>-5fc«>. ffl*iC©W^y->3.5, 4 ©89
B^aarsisir, B.&z&ct>nztth\z. *a*
«C^*n*tfct!!iW*^ft:®^S*#©S%©gA^ffl
±3*1*. -tUT. *y«>iL4. 5©HHB^aiSL&S
a (sd a. ^©as^fiT-rsttfctfiSASsies
sftrn aa/t*;P3fc£»^j£$nfc/jNg©a»&
2©rtSSt«f?5b, £rtffi!l«:H5SfU;*y->

3.4fei^2^->^i5lCj;oT, -€-©it?&£ga<n

T^5fc«>/hg©aaK2rtlc}§gLT. -^©-ffi*^
?/->jl4. 5©fflB^ajSbr^iciSAr-5.

(3) ' «$BB¥6-14 67 3 3

4

[0015] uftatoT. aa/wi'3©aaK2©rt
^St«^r5ttfetaa»2(*gjr}5SUT^ira

&m<#mz nr. aa& 2 ©rt«»fcftsrr$fca.

»ca«»*BftK5issnsfe«>, ^aic«t-5B«tta

•Sffffl^ B^S©«^*fc<fcSjfi«©g;j$^&<fr.s

K» [0 0 1 6] -£LT, C©Bj88&a:7-<^l©£&
a, aa»2©rtflsi©?sn*&-t\ ^r>a4, 5©
BKaDA^^SflSfLTfT^fcCT. #a©?<5S!!£

[0017] d©sygW;:*>vn:tt, BiSS&a7
4)\>f l©aa/X^;U3©SI$ t«:iKj5-fe>^-h;V

aaK2=£es*3Fc^»^Lfc«eT*5fc». a

©ttitSrE*, &rt'>>0git&tt<%& ±n
>£«lc-&*n^m^©iR«S'v©m^B£»tt-5fc
«e>^?tSJI»f-r5^©J&ofciR)9EJ$Tt», 3tf7XS8
a tCfflS«S*^7^M 1 t*ffl^-B-Tl8lt-5ilit

«fc -3 t*i©jt^&mmm\z&xrz* t v> 3 fj^fe»

[0018] sfc, c©suswcfett-5aa/^;p3©

6tf>v*7-i h©©*^&at#atf*\ ks^&^s

fc««-r-5ttt>»c. sa*®iixi--2)is»Cv ^a*t^

[0019] c<Dmmm\z^r\t. aa/t^
^3©a^«*«fc^srtfflic, ^n^ns i^y^a.4
*<tc;m 2 ^ y 5 sKftfctf. aa/t^3 ©si^
fflt, ^l^y->3.4fe«fc^2^yv'a5©«t>0lC

40 i«Siffi^©aattSffi^fc->-h*jsa:ttntf. swic

[0 0 2 0] ft*, Cl©*Jfi«9t*J^Ttt. P5ffi^^-y

vzl4, 5Tfiofcaa/1^Jl'3€:. Tfc^OCSKWfg
lcmomtTB««a7^;^liU itlS:®fi»8©

&tom\z®mnim\zi&r)m-titifi. *&6&mm-ttir
c. saE^ y ->a. 4 . 5 sn^it&aa/x^^ 3 s. ®
7 r J; oTiSft^ 8 (D&pqmm\z%isnnfflz

mm-t*£?\zvT'b&i,\

[0021] irzcnmmmiz^xit. mzsty?
50 *-Mk©aa/<*;v3£fiyflLft**. aa^t*;nitt
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[0 0 2 2] *&B4t4. H©*9l!©Jg2S!J&H*j*-r
* t>©T?, r©a«5fta7-fJ^l 114. l»iB$B15£jg«

^ ©&&&ja7w** i ©j?5 1 ©a&A**3 ©ftt> o

\ fc, mt< t / 2 © 2 ft©A-;&Art*^ 13 a. 13a
£. -etvenroa&Bi 2©&ffi£±T#i&Hc¥t:«.y?i

T6li-T»9U&agA*;H 3«ffiffltT*D. d©
I^^H3 0S^fl!*J:tfSfi«£, WESSlfSffi

Hi^SSt. B©8SM>$gl*y irnj:0B©
2 ;* y S'o. 5 £ \Z J: ^> T-tn-fftaS 11 t>K.

z\n$*y isz.tt<r)jm.U&W$.n*)V l 3 ©ii-HflHc

£8b&iSfJg/\'>FT«RjfcU OH***) ©rtfij

US. •

[0 0 2 3]-£bT. £©a«g&574**i m, t&

m%i&&Mtmuiz. 3S#©srtfflt«tftr»e.n, w
nm^««IL*oja©*5»*fr©BCg:sM<

t. sm&fs.? 4 \ 1 fcstffctttw-. -^©i^ffl!

©SI 2 ^ -/ 5*«t^ 1 ^ y i^a. 4 ©»B SHifi-r

^mA^©Ste©gA*JE±$tl-5. -tbT. Mtvis
=l4, 5©ffiB£aiSbfc£& (SD 14.

©aaB2©rt«st:a^u set, 2#©a-*a
/WH3a, 1 3 a£{£ffl£^i*TSS£fc>1±fca^
A** 1 3 ©&a^88 1 2 *t. X h |/— hfcKBttTfc

n. s e ic#a^» 1 2 1 * 4*j;

#E2;*y->;i5»C£oTgamTV>Sfc*. SSAbfc
saw:. * & ic«asnr/hg©aaK 1 2 wcajsu
T*MH&®ft*£aftSn&»» *©-«#/
4. 50MBeSibT^K:ttA-r«.
[0 0 2 4] bfcrtt^T, a&A*;H 3©a§lKl 2

rtsaarsBfc. safwai^afi^sxhw©^-
^»«Of5!fe«lH^»lllSnTrt«SfcW«U, ft*

[0 0 2 5] C0ft2ftlMI:&tvCtt. 2ft©
A-*A/^;H 3 a. 1 3 aSv *©a»»l 2 ©ft

3fci/&*t, afiHti 2©fi«©re.b^tLTtt, s
E*|bJ, *¥#l«l»-5V>»4*ta:&faK. ffig©SgHtfc*tt

[0 0 2 6] *fc0 5tt, i!©89J©S3fSJSW£jK-f
*>©T, C©iffij|ft7^^2 H4. iffiSg2 3lffi09

tmmz. 2tt©A-*AA*;P2 3a. 2 3a£. *

(4) • ftBj¥6-14 67 3 3

6

1

1

•€-n-Ptl©a^K 2 2 0|MB£±~R#A|£¥
ey^T5ttT&^bfca§Ut**2 3£ffiffibT43

0. il©aflCA^2 3©^rtfflJ€:a-5«fc5IC, ftl*
S/i/3i4*«fc^?g2/«;->jL5*J®etl. C©a»A"*
*2 3©ItfMMI40B«:$nTUS. ^©.fc^lCply^a.

4 . 5 aflfcfttt 6 tlfcftft/t*/!' 2 3 »4, ft«^©g|*j

[0 0 2 7] -tbT, ^]-a*«<£*ftL«»t?a©«5»*fl=

JO Bfcft&74;V*2 1

tt. SAn**? 30ftftfllr£ftHQLTW&BAft
2 2rtfcnfc&tr. -f-bT. £©£*UBI©aM!&2 2»4.

A*;VJP©«|>^TSB 2 * y S'a. 5 :fe«ktf?g 1 ;* y^ 4

viTrt«gjr«3gb^*tsaa»2 2rt»c»su. *a

->a.4. 5©«B*aa-r-6(8ic, »«snfc*««*«

io ^4. 5©«B&aabfes^ <h> f4.

&aa» 2 2 tsA-r* t t>b»c&am!S 2 2 ©m^fflss

v^fc*. igAbfcS§»4. ^©sssr^etcs^sn
TftMft©K4?d«»*$nfc«, *y->a.4. 5©^B
«:aiibT^rtlCiSA-r5.

[0028] LfcAi^T, aa/t*;w2 3©amK2 2

rtfc»A-r-5^a*©f5«i«nt«3W»*sn*©T. «

[0 0 2 9] 06tt;i©&lK©Sg4§*36fl|£^

rt>©T, CfflB«tt^7^;^3 114, WEHimfi
a£A*JP3 3©&MII43<i:tf&l*g«£»

mi^^->o.4*5«tD:|g2^s/->a.5Tfi3l5lc:. &a
§IK 3 2 rtICfitt©«tt^ 3 4 $Atl* £i:l::i:-DT.

#a»K3 2 ft©»Jtffig|€A*i(Ciiin$-B-, S^«f©

[0030] £fciiE&|gttfl££vvrii. zomw<o
B^M7^ £fta©«©^rtfflic^#»t-5li^lc

^v>TKWi/3t*». aa«©^sfc»dtsnfc«£wi.©
KS©PBaffi. «A«H7^ftaaab<5^i4»#Wba

»*«!*fta-r**^c»4. ^©i«si*^7-<;p^^ft
ft*i^«aa^©B«s»§caffiic-5-n^nsBrs r

[0 0 3 1]

[^W©^*] «±©iK^*^§ge*^«toici:©5EM
©BftfcSUMWB 7***14. /\=.3tJA«JC»^Snfc
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@/s*m&Ki -ot9v%*t& o z. t*trts11 1>

[0B5©ffimfc§«9!]

[02] ^i^JSWroa*S^7-<;i/^©^#^«j|£

[0i]

(5) - 4$M¥6-146 733

[03] &i&min<D&im&7<<)i'?mwimim®T

[04] ^2SI!g«|©g^ft^7w;^©»fMfl!lffi0-C

[05] »3*JS^©a«ft^7^^©»fffifi!lffi0T
»*.
[06] Sl4^iS«5©@^jft^7-<;^©BfMffiJ®0T?

jo [^©ittwi
i aas&m:^;^
2

3 s&/x*;p
4 % l

5 S2^y vjl

6 *#
8 5g#

3 4

[02]
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